Monday Night Jazz:  
95JC Jazz Ensembles – Fall 2018  
Directed by Kamau Kenyatta

Monday, December 3, 2018 – 7:00 p.m.  
Conrad Prebys Music Center Experimental Theater

Togetherness  

Caravan  

IV  

Stranger Lover Stranger  

Green Chimneys  

Sir Duke  

Martin’s Song  

Vancouver  

Lonely Heart  

It's Complicated pt. 1  

What About Me  

Jimmy Heath  

Juan Tizol arr. By Kamau Kenyatta  

BADBADNOTGOOD  

Zeju Zheng  

Thelonious Monk arr. by Etienne Charles  

Stevie Wonder arr. by Owen Cruise  

Martin Chapman  

Zeju Zheng  

Thandi Ntuli  

Thandi Ntuli  

Michael League
Performers

**Alto Saxophone**
Dylan Greicius
Reed Rouland

**Tenor Saxophone**
Christian DeLost
Christian Gaytan
Kinuth Gelmo

**Baritone Saxophone**
Tino Tirado

**Trumpet**
Gino Calgaro
Grigor Grigorian
Eli Marx-Kahn

**Trombone**
Joshua Phillips

**Piano**
Joshua Choi
Noah Hermansen
Jacob Kosberg

**Guitar**
Jonah Esser
Martin Renan Chapman
Zeju Zheng

**Bass**
Owen Cruise
Michael Lwin DuMont
Sean Park
Eduardo Sanchez

**Drums**
Mason Davis
Braden Rigling
Max Rossip

**Vocals**
Hyun Joong Phillip Kim
Chloris Li

Contact us for information on upcoming concerts:
Music Box Office: (858) 534-3448 | http://music.ucsd.edu/concerts

Audience members are reminded to please silence all phones and noise-generating devices before the performance, and to remain seated during the performance. As a matter of courtesy and copyright law, no unauthorized recording or photography is allowed in the hall. UC San Diego is a non-smoking campus.